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Dear Customers,
We are most pleased to present you with the 2018 Catalogue of Meble Marzenie upholstered furniture. 
Based on the exceptional comfort level we have reached so far, we have expanded our product range 
by new solutions in the field of functionality and style. We combined them with the updated assort-
ment of upholstery fabrics to achieve amazing effects, which we are proud to demonstrate. 

Our current partners already know that, but if you are a new customer, we would like to draw your atten-
tion to some special properties of the upholstered furniture on our offer.

• Our furniture definitely stands out on the Polish market (but not only there) in terms of sitting and 
sleeping comfort as well as huge selection of colours and high quality of fabrics, which can be applied 
by the customer on any model.

• We use superb quality materials sourced from reliable suppliers. We do not economise on materials 
as this might reduce the comfort of sitting or sleeping.

• This is particularly evident in the construction of the seats and sleeping areas of our furniture – the 
vast majority contain bonnell springs, and occasionally also zig-zag or pocket springs. Many models 
also include high-resilience foam, which is much more comfortable and durable than ordinary foams.

• After pulling out, the whole sleeping area offers a similar level of resilience (there is no unpleasant 
surprise that one half is comfortable and the other half is not).

• The vast majority of our sofas and corner sofas feature a sleeping function. It is pulled out using a special 
mechanism that lifts the seat during this operation, which protects the floor from being scratched. We 
also offer other modern types of special mechanisms, such as “dolphin” or “puma”, which make it easier to 
pull out the sleeping function.

• The sleeping function is available in nearly all our sofas and corner sofas, which also have a big  
bedding box (sometimes even two).

• The backrest cushion filling is made of molded PUR foam or a silicone-polyurethane mix used in 
an appropriate proportion, which helps maintain its shape and resilience for a long time. It is recom-
mended to plump up the backrest cushions on both sides and on the whole surface every once in 
a while, which helps preserve their properties for longer.

Should you have any questions, our sales representatives or consultants will be happy to provide any  
necessary explanations and help you choose the perfect sofa or corner sofa.



Modular Furniture is a universal solution for every type of 
interior, regardless of its size. It is particularly recommended 
for incommodious spaces, including narrow or irregularly 
shaped rooms. With modular solutions, customers them-
selves may decide on the size, shape and functionality of 
their lounge furniture. Depending on the number and type 
of modules ordered, a particular piece of furniture can 
become a small sofa or a big corner sofa, with or without 
a sleeping function – to suit the character of the model  
offered and the buyer’s imagination and needs. 

MODULAR
FURNITURE
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Fenix

An elegant, comfortable modular piece of furniture, which 
can become a large family corner sofa or a small sofa, at the 
customer’s discretion. The seat is low, offering a more com-
fortable resting position. Useful accessories complementing 
the furniture visually are tops located by the seat in certain 
modules, which can fulfil the role of coffee tables integrated 
with the sofa. Every module includes two decorative cush-
ions.

Fabric shown in the photograph above: 
seat INARI 96  
body MADRYT 1100
cushions INARI 65 
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
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Fabric shown in the photograph on the right:
body in MADRYT 120
seat and backrest in KONGO 730
decorative cushions in KONGO 731
cat. SPECIAL OFFER

Fenix is composed of modules – customers can 
design its configuration, size and functions by 
themselves.

Every module includes two decorative cushions 
(except for the F4 pouf).
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Campari
NEW R-3 double sofa 

with bedding box 

94149

R-5 s ing le  sofa

94
75

56

R-1 double sofa 
with a s leeping 

funct ion 

104
56

47

149

R-6 ottoman with 
bedding box

211 97

56

R-2 corner

91 91

56

R-4 s ide

92
21

71

Armchair

96

54

9222

104

Fabric shown in the photograph: whole set BERGAMO 82
decorative cushions BERGAMO 78
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 123 x 199 cm
Two decorative cushions are included for each configuration 
of the Campari set (regardless of the number of modules).

Comfortable and stylish modular furniture set. The high, 
well-shaped backrest provides good support for the back, 
offering visual confirmation of premium class quality of 
this piece of furniture. The combination of high-resilience 
foam with zig-zag springs enhances the feeling of comfort 
during use. Campari offers various modules, which can be 
combined by customers freely to create sofas of various 
sizes and shapes. Depending on the type and quantity of 
purchased modules, customers can create a small, big or 
very big sofa, a corner sofa, or even a horseshoe sofa, etc. 
Individual modules are equipped with various functions de-
pending on their intended use (e.g. a bedding box or the 
sleeping function which is pulled out using the “dolphin” 
mechanism and features pocket springs.). The sides feature 
pocket organisers for TV remote controls or newspapers.



We offer corner sofas of various sizes and functions. The 
broad range of styles, dimensions and prices allows virtually 
all customers to satisfy their needs in terms of taste. The 
vast majority of our corner sofas are equipped with comfort-
able seats, sleeping functions and big bedding boxes – or 
sometimes even two. Others feature movable headrests or 
the “puma” or “dolphin” mechanism, which makes it easier to 
pull out the sleeping function. Our wide selection of types 
and colours of fabrics will surely be another advantage when 
selecting furniture for your house or flat.

CORNER
SOFAS
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A comfortable corner sofa with smooth, softly rounded 
shapes. The seat features our progressive resilience Lux 
system filling which guarantees ultimate sitting and sleep-
ing comfort. Easy to pull out thanks to a special mecha-
nism. Includes a big bedding box. The smooth and even 
surfaces encourage bold fabric choices and makes Rebeca 
a good match for modern style interiors. Backrest cushions 
made of molded polyurethane foam distinguish this model 
against the whole collection.
Rebeca is available in three corner sofa configurations: 
closed (with armrests on both sides), semi-closed (without 
an armrest along the shorter side), and elongated (with-
out an armrest along the shorter side but with a big pouf 
elongating this part of the corner sofa to form a kind of 
a chaise longue).

62

167
255

42

93

15
99

52

99

93

167 + 15255

42

62

15
99

52

99

Fabric shown in the photograph:
SOFIA 13
inserts and body MADRYT 120
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 141 x 215 cm

Rebeca
corner sofa

NEW
feet 2/3  x  4  cm 

42

6299
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91

196
255

45

58

2293

53

87

Fabric shown in the photograph:
seat and backrest cushions ONTARIO 92
body and inserts on sides MADRYT 120
decorative cushions PREMIUM FLOWER
feet finish: wenge
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 195 x 120 cm
The main photo shows the right corner version of the sofa.

A large corner sofa with an interesting design and decora-
tions. Despite its dimensions, the modern body looks ex-
ceptionally neat and compact. Double-chamber backrest 
cushions are permanently connected with the backrest, 
which will please those customers who would rather not 
frequently arrange them. Sonata is equipped with a big 
bedding box and the resting function, which is pulled out 
using the “dolphin” mechanism. A perfect solution for spa-
cious rooms, this corner sofa provides ample seating space 
for family meetings.

Sonata
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A multi-functional corner sofa with a captivating appear-
ance. It stands out with the characteristic shape of arm-
rests, stitching on the sides, and the beautifully shaped seat 
with deep spot hollows. The seat filling features zig-zag 
springs and high-resilience foam. Movable headrests allow 
for backrest height adjustment to provide greater comfort 
for short and tall users and offer a wider choice of rest-
ing positions. Riva is equipped with a big bedding box and  
a sleeping function, which is pulled out using the “dolphin” 
mechanism.

Riva
90 / 140

157
270

45

62

2392

52

98

Fabric shown in the photograph:
MELVA 70
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 119 x 224 cm

NEW
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A multi-functional corner sofa with a unique appearance. 
Its character is emphasised by the specific barrel shape 
of the sides. The seat is very comfortable thanks to the 
combination of zig-zag springs and high-resilience foam. 
Movable headrests allow for backrest height adjustment 
to provide greater comfort for short and tall users and  
offer a wider choice of resting positions. Sofia is equipped 
with a big bedding box and a sleeping function, which is 
pulled out using the “puma” mechanism.

Sofia
87 / 99

117
266

42

58

2495

60

105

Fabric shown in the photograph:
OSLO 15
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 138 x 218 cm

NEW
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75
85

161
243

43

63

1593 headboards 45 x 31 cm
feet 10 x 5 cm

Fabric shown in the photograph:
seat TWIST 26
cushions, sides and body TWIST 14
pillows TWIST 17
feet: chrome
headrests against extra charge
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 207 x 140 cm
The main photo shows the right corner version of the sofa.

A large modern corner sofa with an ottoman. The seat 
features our progressive resilience Lux system filling which 
guarantees ultimate sitting and sleeping comfort. It is 
equipped with a big bedding box and a resting function, 
which is pulled out using the “puma” mechanism. Interest-
ing optional accessories include easy to install headrests, 
which increase comfort during a long use of the corner 
sofa, e.g. while watching television. Two decorative cush-
ions are included in the price of Dustin.

Dustin
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
ELIOT 12
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
The main photo shows the left corner version of the sofa.

85

170
311

45

55

3094

58

108

feet 13,5  cm

A very large and comfortable corner sofa with an ottoman, 
designed in the metropolitan modernist style. Wide arm-
rests and decorative, yet contemporary feet design high-
lights the prestigious overall appearance of this piece of 
furniture. Ricardo does not include a bedding box or the 
pulled out sleeping function but – thanks to its size and 
comfort – it is a perfect choice for a longer rest during 
the day. It is particularly recommended for spacious rooms, 
which follow modern interior design trends and feature 
large windows that provide ample daylight.

Ricardo
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
BERGAMO 92
armrests and body MADRYT 195
feet finish: walnut
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
resting area: 120 x 210 cm
The main photo shows the right corner version of the sofa.

88

200
260

46

58

1992

54

90

A very elegant and refined corner sofa, decorated with 
tufts on the sides. Backrest cushions are permanently con-
nected with the backrest, which will please those custom-
ers who would rather not frequently arrange them. Galaxy 
is equipped with a big bedding box and a resting function, 
which is pulled out using the “dolphin” mechanism. A per-
fect solution for spacious rooms, this sofa provides ample 
seating space for family meetings.

Galaxy
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
seat and backrest cushions SORO 97
body and sides MADRYT 120
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
feet: chrome
sleeping area: 141 x 201 cm
The main photo shows the right corner version of the sofa.

90

154
239

42

57

16105

56

63

A very elegant and refined corner sofa, richly decorated 
with tufts both on the seat and on the backrest cushions. 
The interesting configuration of fabrics on armrests makes 
the whole body look light despite its massive shape. Its  
advantages include two bedding boxes and a universal 
connection system (as the left or right configuration). It 
makes a perfect match for elegant and spacious interiors.

Grand
BESTSELLER
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
VITAL 22 / MADRYT 120
pillows VITAL 16
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 195 x 140 cm
The main photo shows the right corner version of the sofa.

A relatively big corner sofa with an interesting design and 
decorations. The ottoman comes with a low backrest on 
one side. The seat features our progressive resilience Lux 
system filling which guarantees ultimate sitting and sleep-
ing comfort. It is equipped with a big bedding box and 
a resting function, which is pulled out using the “puma” 
mechanism. The double-chamber backrest cushions are 
filled with silicone, which helps maintain their shape and 
resilience for a long time. Two decorative cushions are 
included in the price of this model.

85/74

162
243

63

1393

60

91
42

feet 10 x 5 cm

Mark
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An interesting and originally designed sofa. The trapezoid 
sides that are slightly tilted outwards are an excellent 
match for the slender feet that are tilted as well. Combined, 
they make the whole body assume the shape of a horizon-
tally stretched letter X. The outstanding elegance of this 
model is not disturbed by the bedding box or the sleep-
ing function mechanism. With good quality filling made of 
zig-zag springs and high-resilience foam, the smooth seat 
offers supreme sitting comfort. Double-chamber backrest 
cushions are filled with polyurethane-silicone mix, which 
largely prevents deformation, providing outstanding back-
rest comfort. The Vida set also includes an armchair.

91

247253

45
63

16/9
98

55

89
Vida
corner sofa

NEW

Fabric shown in the photograph:
PUERTO 18
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 137 x 220 cm

feet 17 cm

84

90

88

54

61 45
14
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A small and charming corner sofa. Single spot hollows and 
cross stitching on the sides and backrest cushions corre-
spond with the beautifully shaped seat. Double-chamber 
backrest cushions are filled with polyurethane-silicone mix, 
which ensures resilience and helps maintain their shape for 
longer. This corner sofa features our progressively resilient 
Lux system for the ultimate comfort of sitting and sleeping 
experience. In addition, Prima includes two spacious bed-
ding boxes and a sleeping function pulled out using a spe-
cial mechanism. This model is universal, which means that 
it can be assembled both in the right and left configuration.

Prima
90

155
240

44

64

18101

58

80

Fabric shown in the photograph:
KRONOS 19
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 143 x 204 cm

NEW

feet 14 x 4 cm
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A compact corner sofa with a highly appealing design. 
Double-chamber backrest cushions feature single spot 
hollows and cross stitching, with the filling consisting of 
a polyurethane-silicone mix. The exterior surfaces of the 
sides are richly decorated with spot hollows in a way which 
makes them perfectly match the design of the seat. This 
corner sofa features our progressively resilient Lux system 
for the ultimate comfort of sitting and sleeping experience. 
In addition, Pola includes two spacious bedding boxes and 
a sleeping function pulled out using a special mechanism.

Pola
90

156
232

42

51

15102

59

76

Fabric shown in the photograph:
ALFA 13
inserts and body MADRYT 120
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 142 x 202 cm

NEW

feet 10/2,5 cm
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A corner sofa in a bold and dynamic style. Double-chamber 
backrest cushions with deep double spot hollows and cross 
stitching are filled with a polyurethane-silicone mix. The seat 
follows a similar aesthetics and features our Lux system, 
which ensures high sitting and sleeping comfort. Artificial 
leather with spectacular stitching on the top and front parts of 
armrests and on the body is an important, eye-catching detail. 
This model is universal, which means that it can be assembled 
both in the right and left configuration. RS also includes two 
spacious bedding boxes and a sleeping function pulled out 
using a special mechanism.

RS
90

156
234

42

58

16102

59

77

Fabric shown in the photograph:
LOTUS 14
inserts and body MADRYT 1100 HONEY
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 142 x 202 cm
Honey variant of Madryt artificial leather is also available
in colours: 120, 190, 195.

NEW

feet 10 x 2,5 cm
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
seat and backrest cushions BERGAMO 91
sides and inserts MELO 02
feet finish: walnut
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 140 x 200 cm
The main photo shows the right corner version of the sofa.

98

90

145

226

42

58

12

53

58

A modern corner sofa with eye-catching inserts running 
horizontally along the whole length. Armrests are ended with  
a slight curve, which imparts delicacy and charm to this 
model. Its advantages include two bedding boxes and a uni-
versal connection system (as the left or right configuration). It 
will make a perfect match for bold and classy interiors. Aspen
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
whole set INARI 22
inserts INARI 90
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 140 x 200 cm
The main photo shows the left corner version of the sofa.

90

143
240

43

56

21100

60

58

A very popular, highly elegant corner sofa which makes  
a perfect match for modern style interiors. Despite a large 
sleeping area, its overall dimensions are relatively small, 
which is why it is particularly recommended for flats,  
including teenage rooms. This model is a universal corner 
sofa, which means that it can be freely modified by chang-
ing the side where the ottoman is attached. Its modern 
style is additionally highlighted by captivating inserts on the 
backrest cushions, armrests and body of the corner sofa.

Rossa



The “Sofas” section is devoted basically to various types of  
lounge furniture: not only the popular DL-type sofas represent-
ing various comfort levels and styles, but also click-clack sofa 
beds, teenage couches or armchairs. In some cases, the names 
of sofa and armchair models correspond with the names in 
the “Corner Sofas” section, which indicates that they can form  
a complete set together, e.g. in a spacious room. This even  
further expands the variety and range of functionalities we 
may offer to our customers in this catalogue.

SOFAS
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A very neat model with a harmonious appearance. Its slen-
der, slightly slanting feet make the whole body look light 
and graceful. Such construction is seldom encountered in 
sofas equipped with a bedding box and the automatically 
pulled out sleeping function, which is yet another evidence 
of Dolly’s unique design. With good quality filling made of 
zig-zag springs and high-resilience foam, the smooth seat 
offers supreme sitting comfort. Also the backrest cushions 
are filled with foam, which prevents the risk of their tem-
porary deformation.
Dolly may be complemented with a matching armchair.

Dolly 91

62

230

17

48

99

55

feet 17 cm 84

90

88

54

61 45
14

Fabric shown in the photograph:
PUERTO 5
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 138 x 194 cm

NEW
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
EREN 05
pillows EREN 07
wood finish: calvados
cat. A
sleeping area: 140 x 190 cm100

73

241

23

48

98

50

feet 17/9 cm 99

90

107

54

72 48
23

A sublime sofa inspired with English interior design style 
but with some modern accents. The classic shapes make 
this piece of furniture look dignified despite its relatively 
small size. It will look great in pastel colours, in elegant  
living rooms and other formal interiors. With our Lux sys-
tem, the sofa’s sleeping function offers a level of comfort 
comparable with that of a pocket spring mattress. Two 
decorative cushions are included in the price of this model.

Alex
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
PUERTO 3
pillows PUERTO 13
feet finish: beech
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 140 x 190 cm

91

75

102

67/76

53

48
8

100

66/76

211

8

48

95

56

A subtle sofa combining elements of the modern and the 
retro style. With its delicately outlined shapes, Dorothy 
makes a universal piece of furniture, corresponding well 
with most interior design styles. With our Lux system, the 
sofa’s sleeping function offers a level of comfort compara-
ble with that of a pocket spring mattress. Two decorative 
cushions are included in the price of this model.

Dorothy
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A comfortable sofa with smooth, softly finished shapes. 
The seat features our progressive resilience Lux system fill-
ing which guarantees ultimate sitting and sleeping comfort. 
Easy to pull out thanks to a special mechanism. Includes  
a big bedding box. The smooth and even surfaces encour-
age bold fabric choices and makes Rebeca a good match 
for modern style interiors. Backrest cushions made of 
molded polyurethane foam distinguish this model against 
the whole collection.

Rebeca may be complemented with a matching armchair.

Rebeca
sofa 3 + 1

NEW93

62

220

15

42

99

52

feet 13 x 4 cm

Fabric shown in the photograph:
PUERTO 1
inserts and body MADRYT 985
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 141 x 190 cm
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
SOFIA 1 whole set / CORIUM 1115
cushions SOFIA 22
feet: chrome
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 142 x 199 cm

91

59

230

15

42

101

56

A comfortable modern style sofa with warm and inviting  
accessories such as double-chamber backrest cushions and 
softly finished armrests. The intriguing fabric composition 
and two decorative cushions included in this model may 
form a background for original colour compositions. Also, 
much of Bianka’s charm lies in its original feet design. With 
our Lux system, the sofa’s sleeping function offers a level of 
comfort comparable with that of a pocket spring mattress.

Bianka
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
whole set JASMINE 22
inserts MADRYT 124
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 140 x 190 cm

90

60

239

23

43

97

54

97

76

67

42

43

57
8

A modern style sofa with interesting, comfortable and 
cozy accessories such as tufted backrest cushions and 
seats. What adds extra charm to this model is its original 
feet design. The whole piece gives an interesting impres-
sion – original but not extravagant. What is more, with our 
Lux system, the sofa’s sleeping function offers a level of 
comfort comparable with that of a pocket spring mattress.

Leo
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
DOT 22
inserts MELO 02
feet finish: beech
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 140 x 200 cm 98

200

42
100

54

42

6969

The pulled-out NICOLA sofa is a smart yet elegant piece of 
furniture, perfect for small residential spaces. The no arm-
rests construction combines a compact overall size with  
a large sleeping area. What is more, with our Lux system, 
the sofa’s sleeping function offers a level of comfort com-
parable with that of a pocket spring mattress. What adds 
extra charm to this model is its original feet design.

NICOLA comes with a pouf, which can be attached to form 
a comfortable chaise longue.

Nicola
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
cushions + seat JASMINE 100
inserts MADRYT 120
feet: chrome
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 140 x 200 cm

98

200

42

100

54

42

7464

The pulled-out Betty sofa is a smart and interesting piece of 
furniture, perfect for small residential spaces. The contrasting 
horizontal stripes make the body look slender and delicate. 
The no armrests construction combines a compact overall 
size with a large sleeping area. What is more, with our Lux 
system, the sofa’s sleeping function offers a level of comfort 
comparable with that of a pocket spring mattress. What adds 
extra charm to this model is its original feet design.

Betty comes with an original pouf, which can be attached to 
form a comfortable chaise longue.

Betty
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90

61

234

23

42

98

58

A traditional style sofa offering an exceptional level of 
comfort. The massively looking sides, combined with the 
seat and backrest cushions featuring spot hollows make  
a perfect match for nostalgic style interiors. Double-cham-
ber backrest cushions are filled with polyurethane-silicone 
mix, which largely prevents deformation, providing out-
standing backrest comfort. This corner sofa features our 
progressively resilient Lux system for the ultimate com-
fort of sitting and sleeping experience. In addition, Victor 
is equipped with a bedding box and a sleeping function 
pulled out using a special mechanism.

Victor
NEW

Fabric shown in the photograph:
BERGAMO 92
inserts and body MADRYT 194
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 141 x 188 cm

87

90

104

56

62 42
23
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
ORINOCO 29 / MADRYT 912
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
feet: chrome
sleeping area: 140 x 190 cm

88

56

236

23

42

102

55

87

88

103

57 42
22

54

Collin’s attractiveness lies in an unusual fabric combination 
used on armrests and on the body. It makes the whole body 
look light despite its actually massive shape. With skilful  
selection of colours and fabrics, customers may create a very 
attractive composition. Collin will make a perfect match for 
interiors decorated with flair and panache. This model is also 
available as a corner sofa.

Collin
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
whole set INARI 23
inserts MADRYT 128
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
wood finish: walnut
sleeping area: 143 x 190 cm

95

60

230

20

42

96

55

95

89

97

4262
20

56

A practical piece of furniture with a traditional body shape. 
It is recommended for classic style living rooms. It features 
neat and slender sides, which look particularly attrac-
tive with artificial leather upholstery or other matching 
fabric finish. At the same time, with sparingly and subtly  
applied inserts, it is easier to match the sofa with the  
colour scheme of the room.

Ferro A
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
seat BERGAMO 23
cushions BERGAMO 24
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
wood finish: walnut
sleeping area: 143 x 190 cm95

57

216

13

42
96

55

90

89

89

4265

56

13

FERRO B is a practical piece of furniture with a very  
interesting body shape. It is recommended for traditional 
style living rooms. This model features neat narrow sides  
finished with wood armrests, which makes this sofa ex-
tremely practical when it comes to keeping it clean, at the 
same time creating an intriguing visual effect. The tufted 
backrest cushions in a contrasting fabric may offer a great 
opportunity to escape a monotone colour scheme.

Ferro B
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
whole set MODENA UNI 5821
cushions MODENA RING 5821
inserts MADRYT 128
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
wood finish: walnut
sleeping area: 143 x 190 cm

95

60

242

25

42

96

55

95

89

112

61 42

56

25

A retro-style sofa with massive, conspicuous armrests, 
which give this model a specific character. Particularly  
recommended for traditional style living rooms, it will 
go well with classic furniture. The choice of Ferro D will  
emphasise the grand and unique character of your living 
room without the need to make considerable investments.Ferro D
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
seat PAROS 02
sides MADRYT 1100
cushions CRISTAL 02
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
wood finish: wenge
sleeping area: 143 x 190 cm

95

60

230

21

42
96

55

95

89

97

61 42

56

21

A modern style sofa with warm and eye-catching details 
such as contrasting fabric inserts on armrests. The bold 
shapes of the sides give this piece a specific character. 
On the other hand, its attractive price is the reason why it  
enjoys great popularity among all customers who appreci-
ate unconventional solutions. Ferro E
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
whole set ETNA 15
welt ETNA 96
small cushions ETNA 96
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
decorative cushions included in price
feet finish: walnut
sleeping area: 142 x 188 cm

89

60

227

29

42

100

58

88

91

102

56

60 42
29

Influenced by the Parisian style, this sofa will look excellent 
in rooms which combine moderation and extravagance, old-
fashioned and modern design motifs. The decorative welt 
in a colour contrasting with the primary fabric of Julietta will 
sharpen the contours of this model. The sweeping, freely fall-
ing fabric on both sides introduces an element of harmony, 
which is required for this furniture style. While comfortable 
and functional, it does not overwhelm with its dimensions.

Julietta
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
whole set VITAL 10
inserts VITAL 01
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
feet finish: chrome
sleeping area: 140 x 198 cm

88

198

42

97

57

A small sofa which makes an excellent solution for small 
flats and teenage rooms. Its individual character is under-
lined by the neat chrome feet. The convenient pulled-out 
sleeping function with a big bedding box, as well as arm-
rests in the form of cushions make Milo a multi-functional 
piece of furniture. It is a perfect choice for sitting, taking  
a nap, as well as sleeping at night on a regular basis.

Milo
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Fabric whole set:
ALFA 3
large backrest cushions front ALFA 7
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
feet finish: oil-rubbed chrome
sleeping area: 139 x 200 cm

88

200

40

96

54

A small, contemporary style sofa. An excellent solution for 
flats in blocks and teenage rooms. Its individual character is 
underlined by the oil-rubbed chrome feet. The convenient 
pulled-out sleeping function with a big bedding box, as well 
as armrests in the form of cushions make Sweet a multi-
functional piece of furniture. It is a perfect choice for sitting, 
taking a nap, as well as sleeping at night on a regular basis.

Sweet
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Fabric shown in the photograph: 
seat + large backrest cushions front INARI 23
body and inserts MADRYT 128
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
feet finish: chrome
sleeping area: 140 x 200 cm

88

200

40

96

57

A small, modern style sofa. An excellent solution for flats 
in blocks and teenage rooms. The convenient pulled-out  
sleeping function with a big bedding box, as well as arm-
rests in the form of cushions make Flow a multi-functional 
piece of furniture. It is a perfect choice for sitting, taking  
a nap, as well as sleeping at night on a regular basis. Flow
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
SOFIA 18
pillows SOFIA 15
cat. SPECIAL OFFER 
feet finish: beech
sleeping area: 195 x 120 cm 88

60

213

9

48

93

54

91

61

61

41

64 49
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An elegant, tastefully designed click-clack sofa bed with 
delicate armrests. This model uses the so-called “wall-side” 
mechanism, which permits free opening of a sofa bed stand-
ing close by the wall. The backrest and the sides are addi-
tionally decorated with regular spot hollows with horizontal 
stitching. The slender wood feet emphasise the lightness 
and chic of this model. An armchair on high feet will make  
a perfect addition to the sofa, emphasising the finesse of the 
whole set. Two decorative cushions are included in the price 
of Elegance.

Elegance
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
LANA 96
body and inserts LANA 21
checked cushions CORSO 4
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
sleeping area: 194 x 122 cm

A tasteful and comfortable click-clack sofa bed with semi-
circular sides design. Its charm lies not only in the regular 
stitching and spot hollows but also in the combination of 
two fabrics, which makes it easier to match the colour 
scheme and character of the room. Two decorative cush-
ions are included in the price of Soft. Soft

BESTSELLER
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Fabric shown in the photograph:
SAWANA 16
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
feet finish: walnut
sleeping area: 121 x 194 cm
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A traditional click-clack sofa bed with sides, which makes 
an inexpensive solution for small flats. It’s well proven form 
and functionality go hand in hand with the visual attrac-
tiveness of this model through contrasting stitching and 
occasional spot hollows.Diora
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Elisa

Fabric shown in the photograph:
seat DIANA CZARNA
sides ETNA 96
cat. SPECIAL OFFER
wood finish: wenge
sleeping area: 194 x 122 cm

A traditional click-clack sofa bed with a big bedding box. 
It has a large sleeping area but due to the lack of sides 
its overall dimensions allow it to fit small rooms, e.g. in  
a block of flats. The filling is made of bonnell springs and 
polyurethane foam for a comfortable sitting and sleeping 
experience.91

194
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Decorative cushions
AVAILABLE COLOURS

Fabric shown in the photograph: JASMINE

pink 72 purple 65 olive 35 turquoise 85 orange 50

rustic oak calvados alder wenge beech walnut white

Wood finishes

Product specifications and information about colour schemes are available at our stores. The dimensions of upholstered furniture are speci-
fied with a tolerance of +/- 30 mm. Changing the configuration of fabric (pattern-coordinate) on individual models involves an extra charge in 
accordance with the valid price list of Meble Marzenie.

The manufacturer reserves the right to introduce changes to the products presented in this publication as long as the general nature of the 
products remains unchanged. This catalogue, according to the applicable law, shall not be deemed a commercial offer and is published strictly 
for information purposes. Colours (particularly colours of fabrics) should be selected on the basis of samples available in the manufacturer’s 
partner stores.



Key to
symbols

resting function

high-resilience foam

cushions with polyurethane- 
silicone filling

two bedding boxes

universal

adjustable headrest

resting function opened with
the “dolphin” mechanism

polyurethane foam

bonnell springs

zig-zag springs

sleeping function
Lux-System – special combina-
tion of resilient components for 
enhanced comfort

“puma” mechanism

quick and easy pull out 
mechanism

bedding box

pocket springs

multi-chamber cushion

“wall-side” mechanism

shaped backrest cushions

The corner sofa side is determined by the  
location of the ottoman when viewed from the 
opposite to the furniture.

If the ottoman is located on the right hand side, 
then the corner sofa is described as “right.”

LEFT
CORNER SOFA

RIGHT
CORNER SOFA


